
Warranty Information
Congratulations, you have purchased one of the finest 
sleep systems available. Sealy guarantees the replacement 
or repair of your mattress or foundation (“boxspring”, or 
“rigid foundation”) if, in normal use, either piece fails to 
meet our high standards for quality and workmanship. Be 
aware that body indentations are a normal occurrence in 
new mattresses, and indicate the upholstery layers are 
conforming to your body’s contours. Please read the Limited 
Warranty guidelines and limitations, and then register your 
sleep set online at sealy.ca. 
You may access more information on proper sleep set care 
through our website. Please keep your sales receipt and 
Sealy Certificate of Limited Warranty in a safe place. Please 
do not remove the law tag attached to the mattress or 
boxspring.
How long is the limited warranty?
Coverage begins on the date of purchase and follows 
the “Warranty Schedule” found online at sealy.ca or call 
Customer Service at 1-800-268-4414. If Sealy repairs or 
replaces your sleep set, the Limited Warranty continues from 
the original date of purchase.
What is covered by the limited warranty?
The Limited Warranty is only valid for the original purchaser 
of the mattress and foundation set, and only covers 
manufacturing defects in a mattress or foundation when 
the set is subject to proper handling and normal use in 
conjunction with a bed frame that provides continuous 
support. To provide continuous support, a Queen or King 
frame must have 1) a rigid bridge bar with a supporting leg 
and 2) at least 5 legs, or 5 equally spaced hardwood cross-
slats (see examples below or online at sealy.ca). If slats are 
spaced more than 2" apart, a solid platform is required to be 

placed on top of the slats. Replacement of one piece in the 
set does not guarantee replacement of the other piece in 
the set.
Mattress: Torn handles, stitches pulled out of the handle 
where sewn to the mattress, or tears in the mattress  
fabric where the handles are attached, coils or wires that are 
loose or broken, coils or wires that protrude or rip through 
the fabric, body indentations as outlined in the Warranty 
Schedule. 
Foundation: Splits in the wood frame, squeaks, rattles  
or noises, broken, loose or defective beams and/or center 
support rail, loose or broken module wire, compression  
of modules, unstapling of modules. A Sealy mattress  
must be supported by a Sealy boxspring or an approved 
lifestyle foundation.
Examples of Proper Bed Frames for Queen and  
King Size Bedding.

What is NOT covered by the limited warranty?
The Limited Warranty excludes: mattress fabric (covers with 
stains, soiling or burns), comfort preference, bed height, 
spills, bent or broken border/grid wires which run along the 
perimeter of the mattress and foundation due to moving 
or bending the sleep set, mattress or foundation damage 
due to abuse or abnormal use, damage due to use with an 
inappropriate foundation, used bedding, bedding sold “As Is”, 
floor models, damage due to bed frames that do not provide 
continuous support, damage incurred by transportation or 
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Warranty Information Continued...

delivery, sheet fit and costs associated with transportation, 
inspection or removal of products. Also, normal body 
indentation not associated with sag in foundation, as 
outlined in the Warranty Schedule, is not covered. If it is 
determined that an indentation is caused by misuse, abuse 
or factors other than a product defect, this warranty will not 
cover that condition.
Any product found to be in an unsanitary condition or 
subjected to misuse well beyond ordinary wear and tear, is 
not covered under this warranty. We highly recommend the 
use of a mattress pad to keep your mattress in a sanitary 
condition.
Is this sleep set flame or fireproof? 
Do not place your mattress near open flame or expose to 
fire. This mattress is not flame or fireproof, and can ignite 
and/or burn if exposed to open flame or fire. When ignited, 
some bedding material can burn rapidly and emit smoke 
and hazardous gases. Do not smoke in bed. This mattress 
is manufactured as required by federal law to resist, but not 
necessarily eliminate, ignition by smoldering cigarettes.
What should I do if a problem occurs?
First, contact the retail store where you purchased 
your sleep set. If you cannot reach this store, or if you 
have moved, write directly to the Customer Services 
Department, 145 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, ON  
M1S 3R1 or contact our Customer Service line at  
1-800-268-4414 or via email at support@sealy.ca
For the Limited Warranty to be valid, you must: 
1) Be the original consumer purchaser, and have purchased 

the sleep set from an authorized dealer in Canada, 
2) Provide a copy of the original store receipt, or proof of 

date, retailer and purchase price and, 
3) Provide the law label from the defective product.
What will Sealy do if a problem occurs?
If you have a claim before the end of the Limited Warranty 
period due to a defect covered under this warranty, Sealy 
will repair or replace, at our sole discretion, the defective 
product in a reasonable period of time within Canada, 
exclusive of transportation and inspection costs. Sealy 
reserves the right to replace the failed product with a 
product of equal or higher value, and does not guarantee an 
exact match to your current sleep set.
Other limitations of warranty
Any implied warranty on this product, including any implied 
warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose, shall not exceed in duration the term of this 
limited warranty, which begins with the date of purchase 
by the consumer. The terms in this warranty shall be the 
consumer’s sole and exclusive remedy in the event of 
product failure during the warranty period. 
We shall not be liable for incidental or consequential 
damages arising out of the use of this product, of the 
inability to use this product, or for the breach of this or any 
other express or implied warranty. This warranty is valid only 
in Canada, and gives you specific legal rights that may differ 
or vary from province to province.
Taking care of your sleep set
• Carry your mattress flat on its side, this makes  

it easier to handle and prevents damage. 
• Replace the old boxspring when purchasing a  

new mattress as an old boxspring will not provide  
continuous support for your new mattress.

• Do NOT bend your mattress more than 25º without 
a Sealy adjustable base. To avoid unwanted changes 
in comfort and/or innerspring damage, we do not 
recommend that extra-firm and integrated innerspring 
mattresses be used with adjustable bases.

• Keep your mattress sanitary by using a mattress pad

• Do not place your mattress or mattress set directly on the 
floor.

• Avoid placing a board between your mattress and 
foundation. Do not destroy the law tag label as it must be 
retained for warranty coverage. 

• Rotate your mattress on a regular basis. 
• Give your new sleep set time to “air” upon removal  

from its plastic packaging. Dispose of all plastic  
packaging as soon as possible.

• Do NOT stand on, jump on, use dry cleaning chemicals on, 
or allow any liquids on your mattress.

Warranty schedule 
To determine your warranty terms, locate the mattress law 
tag and find the “Warranty” field shown on the sample law 
tag below. Please copy the Serial Number, Warranty Code 
and Bed Name into the spaces provided below. 
If the product purchased is discontinued, Sealy has sole 
discretion to determine the retail price of a comparable 
model that will be used to determine the charge for repair 
or replacement. Your purchase date is established from the 
date of your sales receipt.
 
Serial Number 
 
Warranty Code 
 
Bed Name 

REV23/07/06CSW-04 WARRANTY EFFECTIVE 02/02/2004

Warranty Code
C3

Bed Name
BED NAME

Serial Number
457001234567

T1

TICKET NO:
PC#

7
457001344056

9584 PP DAWNGATE II FIRM 52960851

006

52960851 QUEEN
ITEM #

9584 PP DAWNGATE II FIRM
PART# :
NATIONAL MATTRESS CA INC

52960851

Fait par / Made By

QUEEN

T001 .

SEALY CANADA LTEE/LTD

TORONTO, CANADA

45700003-7884 0

FS HT: LBL 573X+446V+398X LBL: SEWN IN TOP TAPE LINE LEFT SIDE
FOOTEND
FLG: MNQ-7" / BOT-4"
1-SIDED FIRM

45700134-4056
DATE

6/12/2023
SCHD

T1

0TEE01

D61CD0

T1 457001344056

T1 457001344056

457001344056

457001344056

457001344056

D61CCF

D61CCD

D61CCE

D61CCC

0MBU01

0SL020

0BC031

000000

0CH030

T1

T1

T1

0.0820

0.1770

0.0246

0.0580

0.0300

00958490 457001344056 6/12/2023 T1

9584

457-01812854

TK9584+1oz G&E FIBER+.75CZ47+MTB+T-LOP-C

457-01812853

TK9584+1oz G&E FIB+.75CZ47+MTB+7 FLG+T-L

457-01812856

MQ 8(9)+TK4612+.5OZFIB+MTB+Q-525-6

457-01812855

6983+MQ8(9)+TK4612+.5OZFIB+MTB+HS7+4FLG+

457-01812852
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C3 9584 PP DAWNGATE II FIRM

457-01812852
PD #

TOTAL PCS 1

 POLYESTER
 POLYPROPYLÈNE

9584 PP DAWNGATE II FIRM
WIP - Quilted Panel TK9584+1oz G&E FIB+.75CZ47+MTB+7" FLG+T-LOP-C 
 RM - Toppers 040893xx - 1" HP GEL LQ TPR 
 RM - Insulators 031011xx - OSP1 INS PAD 
 RM - Insulators 031011xx - OSP1 INS PAD 
 RM - Tape 06191200 - 1-7/16" HS7 BLACK DIAGONAL TP 
 WIP - Spring Unit 540EH+(540)KG+BASE-CN 
 WIP - Capped Borders BF PNL + HS7 +TK-4612+MQ 8"(9") .5ozFIB +Q-525-6 
 RM - Labels 01573X00 - 2019 SBR ESSENTIALS 573X 
 RM - Warranty Cards CSW-04 WC+PYI 
 RM - Packaging MED+WB-K (AA)-CN 
  

WIP - Quilted Panel

Quilted Panel No Flange

WIP - Cut Gussett/Border

WIP - Capped Borders

MAT
9584 PP DAWNGATE II FIRM

Mississauga

MAT457-01554199

Panneau de matelasx

Bordure de matelas

Mattress Panel

 POLYESTER POLYESTER 

Mattress Border

 POLYESTER
 POLYPROPYLENE

64%
36%

MANUFACTURED DATE:

MONTH YEAR    6        2023

Housse fabrique au Canada
Rempli et fini au Canada

Cover Made in Canada
Filled and Finished in Canada

457001344056

NOM DU LIT / BED NAME

457001234567
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RJ

TICKET NO:
PC#

2
457001354790

9739 SF CRYSTAL PALACE LX 53039661

014

53039661 KING
ITEM #

9739 SF CRYSTAL PALACE LXCF PT
PART# :
BRICK WAREHOUSE LP, THE

53039661

Fait par / Made By

KING

T020 .

457000038441 0

FS HT: LBL 616X+750V+399X LBL:EMB LEFT MID WHITE+MAIN LBL
RIGHTSIDE TAPELINE
FLG: MNQ-2" / BOT-4" / IP-7"
1-SIDED LUXURY CUSHION FIRM PILLOWTOP

457001354790
DATE

7/5/2023
SCHD

RJ

0GLUE2

D7F988

RJ 457001354790

RJ 457001354790

457001354790

457001354790

457001354790

D7F987

D7F985

D7F986

D7F984

0TEE04

0GLUE1

0MBXX3

000000

0VC031

RJ

RJ

RJ

0.0770

0.1500

0.0860

0.2110

0.1180

00973990 457001354790 7/5/2023 RJ

9739

457-01826277

TK9739+1oz G&E FIBER+.375(2.5#)GL(1/3)+S

457-01826276

TK9739+1oz G&E FIBER+.375(2.5#)GL(1/3)+S

457-01826280

EBVS 9.25(10.25)4528+.375(12)+12MTB+VRT(

457-01826278

VIP-7 FLG+CNT SL 2X3(5.5)+TK4528

457-01826279

6980+EBV9.25(10.25)4528+.375+12MTB+607/M

457-01826275
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F3 9739 SF CRYSTAL PALACE LXCF PT

457-01826275
PD #

TOTAL PCS 10

 polyester

9739 SF CRYSTAL PALACE LXCF PT
WIP - Quilted Panel TK9739+1oz G&E
FIBER+.375(2.5#)GL(1/3)+SSCNV+MTB+2F+TJ-TCK-C 
 RM - Toppers 040876xx - 1" C15 GEL LQ TPR 
 RM - Toppers 040902xx - 1.5" HP GEL LQ (CJ140145GA) 
 WIP - Inner Panel with Border VIP-7" FLG+CNT SL 2"X3"(5.5")+TK4528 
 RM - Fasteners/Glue 0800000500 - 2 BD GLUE 
 RM - Fasteners/Glue 0800000200 - 1 GLUE 
 RM - Tape 06110800 - 1-7/16"#607 EDISON PINSTRIP TP 
 RM - Toppers 040288xx - 2" HP GEL LQ 
 RM - Tape 06110800 - 1-7/16"#607 EDISON PINSTRIP TP 
 WIP - Spring Unit B924PE+1" PET+(4)C47CW PFG-CN 
 WIP - Capped Borders 6980+1-7/16#607EDISON(B)+4"FLG+EBVS
9.25(10.25")4528+.375REG(12")+12"MTB+6NKLVT+(4)9.25"VRT 607/1"M31BRN
INSET 
 RM - Labels 01616X00 - STEARNS & FOSTER FOUNDERS COLLECTION 616X 
 RM - Warranty Cards SFW-05+SF PYI 
 RM - Packaging Packaging HIGH+Woven Boot King + Thermal LBL (AA)-CN 
  

WIP - Quilted Panel

Quilted Panel No Flange

WIP - Cut Gussett/Border

WIP - Inner Panel with Border

WIP - Capped Borders

MAT
9739 SF CRYSTAL PALACE LXCF PT

Mississauga

MAT457-01565684

Panneau de matelasx

Bordure de matelas

Mattress Panel

 polyester 
 lyocell 
 elastine

 polyester 
 lyocell 
 élastine 

Mattress Border

 polyester100%

DATE DE FABRICATION / MANUFACTURED DATE:

MOIS / MONTH: ANNÉE / YEAR:Jul 2023

Housse fabrique au USA
Rempli et fini au USA

Cover Made in USA
Filled and Finished in USA

457001354790

SEALY MATTRESS
145 Milner Ave

Scarborough, ON M1S 3R1


